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Abstract — The Internet of Things (IoT) is changing human lives by interfacing general inquiries together. A Street light is a 

wellspring of light on the edge of a street which turns on around night time for the solace of people. A critical preferred 

standpoint of street lighting joins: avoidance of setbacks and addition in security. Now– a-days Street light have transformed 

into a basic edge including road wellbeing. A lot of energy is devoured by street lights. So it is essential to spare the power as 

much as we can. The cost of energy continues growing as wastage of vitality increases. It has ended up being particularly basic 

for sparing force. Street light checking control is a computerized system proposed to enhance the effectiveness by means of 

consequently controlling the exchanging of street light. This errand depicts another new answer for street light control system. 

It comprises of remote innovation. 

Keywords— internet of things, smart city, smart parking system, smart billing,GSM.  

I. Introduction 

Due to the expansion of common concerns, lighting 

control systems will expect a basic part in the diminishment 

of vitality use of the lighting without impeding solace 

destinations. As indicated the vitality is irrefutably the most 

basic parameter to consider while assessing the impacts of 

particular structures on the earth. Imperativeness related 

releases are responsible for around 80% of air radiations and 

indispensable to the most authentic overall regular impacts 

and dangers, including air change, destructive proclamation, 

dark colored fog and particulates. Lighting is every now and 

again the greatest electrical load in working environments; 

however the cost of lighting essentialness usage is low when 

appeared differently in relation to the work drive costs. In 

like manner its essentialness saving potential is as often as 

possible dismissed. As demonstrated by inspect overall cross 

section based power use for lighting was around 2650 TW in 

2005, which was a resemblance 19% of total overall power 

use. European office structures confer around half of their 

energy for lighting, while the offer of energy for lighting is 

around 20-30% in specialist's offices, 15% in preparing 

plants, 10-15% in schools and 10% in private structures. 

Insightful lighting control and essentialness organization 

structure is a perfect response for imperativeness saving, 

especially visible to everyone lighting organization. It 

comprehends remote on/off and lessening of lights, which 

can save essentialness by 40%, save lights upkeep costs 

significantly, and draw out light life by 25%. The system 

application in streetlight control for each light will diminish 

in streetlight power and bolster cost, and addition openness 

of street light.  

This framework will screen the light force and based on 

checked power of LDR road light consequently on or off. 

Camera utilized as a part of this arrangement of observation 

reason to kept the record of passing vehicles from road light. 

On the off chance that any blame happens in road light at that 

point by utilizing GSM message send to the road light 

administration office that the road light winds up defective. 

Liquor sensor used to recognize the level of liquor taken by 

driver when vehicle go from the road light liquor sensor 

consequently distinguish the present time of liquor level. Due 

to this framework vitality gets spared and additionally 

mischance may maintain a strategic distance from because of 

road light blames. 

II. Related works 

The main aim of the system [1] is to cut down the three 

important problems that our country is finding difficult to 

tackle. This system cuts down the cost of conventional 

system by 50-60% which improves the economy of the 

country and saves a huge amount of investment as it can be 

utilized in useful ideas. The system can prevent women 

harassment, thefts and other threats. It [2] clearly tackles the 

two problems that world is facing today, saving of energy 

and also disposal of incandescent lamps, very efficiently. 

Initial cost and maintenance can be the draw backs of this 

project.  
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This paper [3] introduced smart street lights and the 

prototype implementation by using ZigBee. The utilization 

of energy hardware [4] is expanding exponentially crosswise 

over different areas of human life. It joins safe lighting 

conventions with utilization of insignificant measure of 

energy. The vitality investment funds, as examined before 

are exceptional. This [5] completely illuminates two issues 

which our reality is confronting, reusing of CFL knobs and 

along these lines sparing significantly more vitality 

successfully. The LEDs give out eye smoothening brilliance, 

also it has a long life, and exchanging rate is high and won't 

let out any unsafe gases to condition. Along these lines for 

these reasons the foundation displays essentially more 

positive conditions which can over shadow the present 

requirements. Streetlights [6] are among a city's vital 

resources giving safe streets, welcoming open regions, and 

upgraded security in homes, organizations, and downtown 

areas. We need to give IP deliver to road lights (IOT) with 

the goal that the base server can control the entire city's road 

lights utilizing web. The fundamental rationale behind 

actualizing this undertaking is to spare vitality. 

IoT [8] brings another age for IT advancements with 

more clever current stage. The composed framework is fit for 

observing the road lights of an expansive region at a solitary 

server with the assistance of IoT and further this data can be 

glided on a site for more effect and information base. The 

real results of the framework are as per the following All the 

road light even in the remote territories of Uttarakhand state 

can be observed through the remote system to be produced, 

the state of the road light (in the case of working or 

defective) taxicab be checked without going by the area, 

scope territory of IoT based framework is worldwide and it 

can be checked from any remote area. Now– a-days Street 

light [9] have turned into a fundamental perspective 

including street security. Road light observing control is a 

robotized framework intended to enhance the effectiveness 

via consequently controlling the exchanging of road light. 

This venture depicts another answer for road light control 

framework. The road lights are controlled by the base server 

by simply sending a warning by utilizing remote system. It 

comprises of a customer server application. The undertaking 

point [10] is to plan an insightful cutting edge road lighting 

post that runs an inserted web server to give shrewd 

electronic administrations to individuals living in the city 

notwithstanding the vitality proficient lighting administration 

administrations and other crisis taking care of offices.  

III. Proposed Architecture 

In proposed system, system will monitor the light intensity 

and on the basis of monitored intensity of LDR, street light 

automatically on or off. Camera used in this system of 

surveillance purpose to kept the record of vehicles passing 

from street light. If any fault occurs in street light then by 

using GSM message send to the street light management 

department that the street light becomes faulty. Alcohol 

sensor used to detect the level of alcohol taken by driver 

when vehicle pass from the street light alcohol sensor 

automatically detect the preentalochol level. Because of this 

system energy gets saved as well as accident may avoid due 

to street light faults.  

 
Fig.1. Block Diagram of proposed system 

IV. System Algorithm 

 We propose an algorithm to describe the operation of the 

system. 

Algorithm  

Below is the algorithm of the proposed system  

Step 1 Start. 

Step 2 Initialize the system. 

Step 3 Is alcohol detected, if yes then display on 

GUI. 

Step 4 Is LDR value is less than threshold, if yes 

then ON light. 

Step 5 Is light still off after giving command of 

ON, if no go to step 4. 

Step 6 Send msg about fault in light. 

Step 7 Display on GUI. 

Step 8 Stop. 

Flow Chart 

 

Fig 2 Flow of system operation 
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If either of the gas sensor or the LDR value goes beyond the 

optimum value of the system (i.e. predefined threshold) then 

the system took appropriate action against it. If LDR value is 

less that means there is dark outside therefore ON Street light 

and if after making that light ON it is still in off condition, 

suggest that the light is faulty. Similarly when gas sensor 

value goes beyond the threshold shows that gas is detected. If 

anyone of the above mention condition happens then the this 

information is updated on webpage. 

 V. RESULT 

Hardware Model 

 

Fig 3 Hardware model of the system 

Figure 3 shows the actual hardware model of the proposed 

system which consist of LDR for detecting intensity of light 

in  environment so that the main controller makes right 

decision about switching ON and turning OFF the light, 

MQ7 sensor for detecting alcohol in driver’s body and 

camera for surveillance. It also consist of GSM so that if any 

fault occurs in street light then by the message will be send 

to the street light management department that the street light 

becomes faulty. 

Web page 

 

Fig 4: login page and status of Street light. 

 

Fig 4 shows the login page of the smart lighting in street 

light, where user has to login through his username and 

password. After login the status of the street light, status of 

street and amount of CO2 Gas detected  is shown. 

ANALYSIS: Graph and table 

Parameters  Existing 

system 

Proposed 

system 

Speed (MHZ) 25 1200 

RAM (MB) 0.01 990 

Architecture (bit) 16 64 

Operating voltage 

(volt) 

3.6 5 

No. of GPIO 48 40 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose the system used to automatically on 

or off street light. As the LED bulbs are used, it emits less 

heat when compared with mercury lamps. This system cuts 

down the cost of conventional system by 50-60% which 

improves the economy of the country and saves a huge 

amount of investment as it can be utilized in useful ideas. 

This system makes the easy way to reduce manual work of 

on/off street light. System also send the message to street 

light management department if any fault occur in the street 

light so it will repair within less time and reduce accident 

happen due to darkness produced on road way because of 

faulty street light. Camera used for surveillance kept the 

record of passing vehicles from street. If any misbehavior 

happens on street light we get the details of it using camera. 

Alcohol detection sensor used to detect the level of alcohol 

detected from vehicle passing Through Street light. This 

system based on IoT platform so it is easy to see the record 

taken by camera anywhere anytime within world. 
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